Agnisys announces ‘Mystic Tool’ at DVCon 2014
Lowell, MA. Feb 28th, 2014 -- Agnisys Inc. today announced that it is all set to introduce a new tool code
named the ‘Mystic Tool’ for the Design & Verification engineers at DVCon 2014. Visitors can get a sneak
peek of this brand new technology at the Agnisys booth #302. “Our Engineering team has been exuding
with a lot of energy because of the development of this new ground breaking technology that will ease
the pain of code development and debug for the DV engineers. So if you want to accelerate your current
UVM based development process, check out our booth”, said Anupam Bakshi, CEO, Agnisys, Inc.
What’s mysticism got to do with technology? According to Anupam “The technology behind this product
is such that it appears that the tool reads the user’s mind – hence the ‘Mystic’ nature of the tool”.
Agnisys claims that the ‘Mystic tool’ will completely change, accelerate, and transform the way engineers
create and debug DV code. Although, the detailed functionality has not been disclosed to the press, it will
be shown to the visitors and their feedback will be solicited. Visitors will be able to take a sneak peek at
the tool at the Agnisys booth and also subscribe for Beta and launch announcements.
“The tool is slated to be launched at DAC 2014 and we are currently giving an opportunity to early adopters
to give their feedback and steer the direction of development and even give it a formal name. The winner
of the Naming contest will get a LIFETIME* subscription of the tool along with other prizes”, said Anupam.
More details about the ‘Mystic Tool’ can be seen here: http://www.agnisys.com/mystic-tool/
About Agnisys:
Agnisys is a pioneer in delivering innovative tools to make Design and Verification teams more efficient.
Agnisys specializes in creating tools for executable specifications such as IDesignSpec™ for Design
Specification and IVerifySpec for Verification Plan Specification.
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